LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Prevalence of HLA-DQ2 and DQ8 haplotypes that predispose to celiac disease in Mexico

Prevalencia de haplotipos HLA-DQ2 y DQ8 que predisponen a enfermedad celiaca en México

Dear Editors:

We have read the article “Is celiac disease better identified through HLA-DQ8 than through HLA-DQ2 in Mexican subjects?” by Cerda-Contreras et al.1 with interest, presented as the first exploratory study on the theme conducted in Mexico. The authors evaluated the frequency of those haplotypes in a group of 30 patients with celiac disease (CD) and 19 patients with other diagnoses associated with chronic diarrhea. We consider it pertinent to make a few comments.

The results coincide with those we published in 2015, also in the Revista de Gastroenterología de México,2 in which, in addition to analyzing the distribution of those genetic variants in CD, we compared them with the allelic prevalence in the general population of Northwestern Mexico, calculating a genetic risk gradient associated with HLA for CD in the Mexican population. There is an elevated prevalence of DQ8 in Mexicans with CD.

Cerda-Contreras et al. suggest that the HLA-DQ8 haplotype may identify patients with CD better than the HLA-DQ2 haplotype, due to the fact that in their sample, DQ8 was more frequent in the patients with CD than in those without the disease, whereas the difference was less for DQ2. We observed3 that the joint presence of the two haplotypes or the combination of DQ8 with the DQB1*0201 allele of DQ2, conferred the maximum risk for CD in our population and that did not occur with isolated DQ8. In addition, considering that the prevalence of both haplotypes3 was similar in the general population studied, it would be expected for the two haplotypes to contribute to genetic risk, and not mainly DQ2, as occurs in Europeans, or mainly DQ8, as would occur in populations with a greater prevalence of Amerindian genes.

Furthermore, the typing of haplotypes should not be utilized as a strategy for making the differential diagnosis, given that although it has high sensitivity, its specificity is low.3 In adult patients, such as those in the study by Cerda-Contreras et al., its usefulness should be in facilitating the ruling out of CD in patients with borderline autoantibody figures, but not recommended as a marker for identifying CD cases, given that the presence of the haplotypes does not confirm CD diagnosis, but their absence does exclude it.3 In their results,1 in the patients with chronic diarrhea and no CD, the authors detected frequencies for both haplotypes far above those expected for the general Mexican population (63% for DQ2 and 37% for DQ8), providing evidence as to their low specificity as a diagnostic tool. The corresponding position of the ESPGHAN supports their use as a diagnostic tool only in children with gastrointestinal symptoms and repeatedly positive autoantibodies, so that intestinal biopsy can be omitted as part of the diagnostic protocol.4

Finally, after our abovementioned study, another was published in which we described a very practical and economic method for analyzing HLA-DQ2/DQ83 in cases such as those in the study by Cerda-Contreras et al., for the purpose of making CD diagnosis or conducting epidemiologic studies.
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Answer to Mejía-León ME and Calderón de la Barca AM. Prevalence of the HLA-DQ2 and DQ8 haplotypes that predispose to celiac disease in Mexico.\(^a\)

Respuesta a Mejía-León ME y Calderón de la Barca AM. Prevalencia de haplotipos HLA-DQ2 y DQ8 que predisponen a la enfermedad celiaca en México

I appreciate the pertinent and correct observations of doctors Mejía-León and Calderón de la Barca, who indeed are the first to publish the frequency of risk haplotypes for celiac disease (CD) in children from the Mexican State of Sonora, in the Revista de Gastroenterología de México. The original idea of the work of Cerda et al. was to evaluate the frequency of HLA DQ8/DQ2 haplotypes in a highly selected population, such as patients with chronic diarrhea. The results compared between the groups are shown in Table 1 (data not published in the article).

We only found significant differences in relation to more frequent expression of the DQ8 haplotype in celiacs. Both the DQ8 haplotype and the DQ2 haplotype were more common in persons with CD than in Mexican Mestizos, according to the data reported by Barquera et al.\(^1\) (80 vs. 24% and 50 vs. 16%), confirming their importance in the physiopathogenesis of the disease, as Mejía-León and Calderón de la Barca accurately pointed out.\(^2\) Likewise, the high prevalence of those haplotypes in the population with no CD, reduces the specificity of said typing, making it inadequate for diagnosis. I agree with the two authors that DQ8 and DQ2 typing should only be carried out in selected cases, as proposed in the clinical guidelines of the AMG on celiac disease that are soon to be published.

I underline that the fact that in the present work, the highest frequency of HLA DQ-2 was in subjects with chronic diarrhea and no CD (63 vs. 16% of healthy Mestizos). The most common diagnosis in that group was bacterial overgrowth syndrome (BOS), a relatively common entity seen at our hospital center and one that shares clinical and histologic characteristics with CD. We found it interesting that, despite having common comorbidities (diabetes mellitus and connective tissue disease alterations, among

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HLA-DQ</th>
<th>CD n = 30</th>
<th>Chronic diarrhea, no CD n = 19</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>OR (95%CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR4/DQ8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ2 and DQ8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CD: celiac disease; CI: confidence interval; OR: odds ratio.

\(^a\) Assumed to be DQ 8 (corresponded > 95% of the time).

\(^1\) Please cite this article as: Uscanga L. Respuesta a Mejía-León ME y Calderón de la Barca AM. Prevalencia de haplotipos HLA-DQ2 y DQ8 que predisponen a la enfermedad celiaca en México. Revista de Gastroenterología de México. 2019;84:124-125.